Mapping mangrove extent and species is important for understanding their response to environmental changes and for observing their integrity for providing goods and services. However, accurately mapping mangrove extent and species are ongoing challenges in remote sensing. The newly-launched and freely-available Sentinel-2 (S2) sensor offers a new opportunity for these challenges. This study presents the first study dedicated to the examination of the potential of original bands, spectral indices, and texture information of S2 in mapping mangrove extent and species in the first National Nature Reserve for mangroves in Dongzhaigang, China. To map mangrove extent and species, a three-level hierarchical structure based on the spatial structure of a mangrove ecosystem and geographic object-based image analysis is utilized and modified. During the experiments, to conquer the challenge of optimizing high-dimension and correlated feature space, the recursive feature elimination (RFE) algorithm is introduced. Finally, the selected features from RFE are employed in mangrove species discriminations, based on a random forest algorithm. The results are compared with those of Landsat 8 (L8) and Pléiades-1 (P1) data and show that S2 and L8 could accurately extract mangrove extent, but P1 obviously overestimated it. Regarding mangrove species community levels, the overall classification accuracy of S2 is 70.95%, which is lower than P1 imagery (78.57%) and slightly higher than L8 data (68.57%). Meanwhile, the former difference is statistically significant, and the latter is not. The dominant species is extracted basically in S2 and P1 imagery, but for the occasionally distributed K. candel and the pioneer and fringe mangrove A. marina, S2 performs poorly. Concerning L8, S2, and P1, there are eight (8/126), nine (9/218), and eight (8/73) features, respectively, that are the most important for mangrove species discriminations. The most important feature overall is the red-edge bands, followed by shortwave infrared, near infrared, blue, and other visible bands in turn. This study demonstrates that the S2 sensor can accurately map mangrove extent and basically discriminate mangrove species communities, but for the latter, one should be cautious due to the complexity of mangrove species.
. The location and false color combination of 0.5-m Pléiades-1 data (Near infrared, Green, and Blue bands) of the study area.
Remote Sensing Data and Pre-Processing
The characteristics of the Sentinel-2A MSI (S2), Landsat 8 OLI (L8) and Pléiades-1B (P1) images are presented in Table 1 . The P1 imagery was acquired on 4 February 2014. The S2 and L8 imagery was acquired on 9 December and 14 February 2016, respectively, due to a cloud-free, dry season similar to the acquisition data of the Pléiades-1 imagery.
The S2 satellite images (Level-1C) were downloaded from the European Space Agency's (ESA) Sentinel Scientific Data Hub (https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home), which were orthorectified and top-of-atmosphere images. Using the sen2cor atmospheric correlated processor (version 2.4.0), which is an inbuilt algorithm within the software SNAP (Sentinel's Application Platform) version v6.0, the authors processed the acquired Level-1C images and got bottom-of-atmosphere Level-2A products. The L8 images were downloaded from the United States Geological Survey (USGS, https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/), and the Pléiades-1 images were purchased from the supplier (DigitalGlobal, Longmont, CO, USA). Atmospheric correction was also performed for the L8 and P1 imagery. First, digital numbers of images were converted to at-sensor radiance values. Second, the radiance values were converted to bottom surface reflectance using the FLAASH (Fast Line-of-Sight Atmospheric Analysis of the Spectral Hypercube) model in ENVI 5.3 (Harris Geospatial, Melbourne, FL, USA). The atmospheric correction of L8 and P1 imagery did not take real-time water vapor profile into consideration due to the lack of 820/940/1135 nm bands. However, according to Song et al. (2001) [37] , as soon as a comparison between different sensors is carried out with imagery expressed in the same relative scale, the influence of atmosphere on the classification results can be neglected [26] . The cirrus band (B9 in L8, B10 in S2) was excluded from the analysis as it was dedicated to detecting cloud. 
The S2 satellite images (Level-1C) were downloaded from the European Space Agency's (ESA) Sentinel Scientific Data Hub (https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home), which were orthorectified and top-of-atmosphere images. Using the sen2cor atmospheric correlated processor (version 2.4.0), which is an inbuilt algorithm within the software SNAP (Sentinel's Application Platform) version v6.0, the authors processed the acquired Level-1C images and got bottom-of-atmosphere Level-2A products. The L8 images were downloaded from the United States Geological Survey (USGS, https:// earthexplorer.usgs.gov/), and the Pléiades-1 images were purchased from the supplier (DigitalGlobal, Longmont, CO, USA). Atmospheric correction was also performed for the L8 and P1 imagery. First, digital numbers of images were converted to at-sensor radiance values. Second, the radiance values were converted to bottom surface reflectance using the FLAASH (Fast Line-of-Sight Atmospheric Analysis of the Spectral Hypercube) model in ENVI 5.3 (Harris Geospatial, Melbourne, FL, USA). The atmospheric correction of L8 and P1 imagery did not take real-time water vapor profile into consideration due to the lack of 820/940/1135 nm bands. However, according to Song et al. (2001) [37] , as soon as a comparison between different sensors is carried out with imagery expressed in the same relative scale, the influence of atmosphere on the classification results can be neglected [26] . The cirrus band (B9 in L8, B10 in S2) was excluded from the analysis as it was dedicated to detecting cloud. Regarding S2, all bands were resampled to 10-m spatial resolution using nearest neighbor method and constituted an image stack. Concerning P1 and L8, in order to utilize both the high spatial and spectral resolution options for mangrove species classification [13] , the multispectral imagery was pan-sharpened by the panchromatic imagery to produce 0.5-m and 15-m imagery, respectively, using the NNDiffuse spectral sharpening tool in ENVI 5.3 [38] . Finally, the L8 and S2 images were geo-referenced based on the 0.5-m P1 image with the accuracy of less than 0.5 pixel.
Field Survey
An extensive field survey was conducted in DNNR from February to June 2014, with the help of the DNNR authority. The purpose of this survey is to investigate the mangrove species distributions at a community level using a Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) with centimeter level spatial accuracy based on continuously operating reference stations (CORS). The shape of the sample is circular or approximately square. The sample points were randomly generated first but, to ensure every target species held enough samples, some point locations were modified. A few hard-to-access points were visually interpreted by 0.5-m P1 and Google Earth imagery, while consulting the staff at the reserve simultaneously or moved to other places. Finally, the authors collected a total of 450 field samples ( Figure 1 ). During April to May 2017, the authors conducted another field survey to investigate the changes to the area, as compared to the results from 2014. The reason why we conduct another field survey is that a few of fringe mangroves were damaged in July 2014 by a typhoon. Several field samples were moved to the same mangrove communities nearby according to the second field survey. This modification was to make sure all the samples not only keep representative, but also keep stable in the past two years.
Through surveys, there were mainly 17 kinds of mangrove species found in the DNNR, of which Bruguiera sexangula, Bruguiera gymnoihiza, Ceriops tagal, and Rhizophora stylosa were dominant species accounting for nearly 80% of the total area [39] . Based on mangrove species characteristics and community structures, the 17 species were divided into six species communities: Bruguiera sexangula (B. sexangula), Ceriops tagal (C. tagal), Rhizophora stylosa (R. stylosa), Kandelia candel (K. candel), Avicennia marina (A. marina) and Lumnitzera racemosa (L. racemos). Bruguiera gymnoihiza, and B. sexangula belonged to the same genus of Rhizophora, and showed high similarly and tended to be distributed together in some of the study areas, thus they were merged as the B. sexangula community. All samples were divided into two sets at field-level, based on their spatial distribution, with one set designed for training and the other for assessing classification accuracy (Table 2) . 
Two-Scale Mangrove Features Classifications
The mangrove composition of the study area was divided into three levels, namely landscape, vegetation cover type, and tree species community. Figure 2 shows the hierarchical structure of mangrove features and presents the objects of interest to be mapped. Found in the hierarchy, every "super-level" object acts as a container for its "sub-level" objects, and works with a parent and child relationship, while objects at the same level have a neighborhood relationship [40] . The object-based image analysis approach was used to implement the hierarchy. Creating an object-based classification mainly consists of two steps: Image segmentation and object classification. Table 3 shows the rule sets and classification processes developed for the Dongzhaigang wetland, in which some spectral indices are selected and combined and some new spectral indices are proposed.
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The second level was used to separate mangrove from non-mangrove within the vegetation mask produced in level 1. MRS with scale parameters of 80, 64, and 500 were applied to L8, S2, and P1, respectively. The scale parameters of L8 and S2 were obtained from the ESP (Estimation of Scale Parameters) [44] method, and P1 was obtained through the iterative "trail and error" approach [42] , due to its large data and being time consuming. Since mangroves had a lower spectral reflectance in the shortwave infrared bands (SWIR) than terrestrial vegetation did (Figure A2 ), the authors created a new Mangrove Discrimination Index 2 (MDI2, Equation (4)) for separating mangroves from other vegetation, which could magnify the discrepancy of SWIR-2 between mangroves and non-mangroves. The authors have compared the performance of SWIR-1, SWIR-2, NIR, red edge bands, and MDI1 (similar to MDI2, but replace SWIR2 with SWIR1) with MDI2 in separating mangroves from non-mangroves in eCongnition Developer 9.0 by the visual examination method. The results showed that MDI2 performed best in S2 and L8 imagery. Employing Sentinel-2, mangroves were identified by an MDI2 higher than 4.7. Applying Landsat 8, the objects with MDI2 higher than 3.4 were classified as mangroves. Since NIR and red bands were found useful in demarcating mangroves in high resolution images [15, 40] , for Pléiades-1, the authors employed NIR and red bands to extract mangroves after analyzing mangrove and non-mangrove vegetation spectrum ( Figure A2 ).
The third level was designed to discriminate mangrove species communities. The segmentation scale was set to 30, 30, and 350 for L8, S2 and P1 through the iterative "trail and error" approach, respectively. Following the selection of spectral and textural features, these mangrove objects were classified in R 3.5.0 (a multi-platform, open-source language and software for statistical computing) using varSelRF and random Forest packages.
Spectral and Textural Features
Regarding mangrove species classifications at level 3, three kinds of object features were selected: original spectral bands, spectral indices, and texture features (Table 4) . These features were selected based on their previous performances in mangrove species discriminations, mangrove biomass inversions or other vegetation studies, as highlighted in literature [14, 24, 25, [45] [46] [47] [48] . EVI (enhanced vegetation index), for example, enhances vegetation signals by adding blue bands to correct soil background and aerosol scattering effects, which is suitable for areas with high leaf area index values [17] . The spectral features consisted of conventional NIR indices, red edge indices and shortwave infrared indices. Texture features comprised homogeneity, contrast, entropy, and correlation, which were calculated from individual image bands through a gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) with a distance of one in four directions (0 • , 45 • , 90 • , and 135 • ) [49] . Finally, there were 126, 218, and 73 features for L8, S2, and P1 in mangrove species classification, respectively.
Random Forest Classification, Feature Selection and Parameters Tuning
Random forest (RF) classification is an ensemble machine learning algorithm for supervised classification through the use of combined multiple decision trees, which obtains final results by averaging the class assignment probabilities from all produced trees [50, 51] . The trees are created by drawing a subset of training samples through replacement (a bagging approach, also known as bootstrap aggregation) and randomly selecting variables. Compared with other machine learning algorithms, the RF algorithm has advantages in classifying high-dimensional and confusing objects, and can estimate the importance of predictor variables [50, 52] . Therefore, the authors selected RF algorithm in the current study.
During each bootstrap training set, approximately two/three of the samples (in-bag samples) from the original dataset are used to train the trees, while the remaining dataset (out-of-bag samples) are used in an internal cross-validation for assessing how the resultant RF model performs [50, 51] . The error estimate using the out-of-bag (OOB) samples is known as the OOB error. The OOB data are also used to measure the importance of predictor variables like in the following steps:
1)
Given the input predictor variables of size m, randomly permute the values of the ith (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) variable in the OOB samples; 2) Run the changed OOB data in the corresponding tree and obtain the errOOB 2 (OOB error 2), and the OOB error of the original data in the tree is named errOOB 1; 3) Repeat step (1) and (2) for all trees (ntree), and calculate the mean decrease accuracy (MDA) [53] for variable i by ∑(errOOB 2 − errOOB 1)/ntree; 4) Repeat step (1), (2) , and (3) for each predictor variable and obtain its mean decrease accuracy. 
Red edge indices
Shortwave infrared indices
GLCM(i,j) 1+|i−j| the same to left the same to left [14] Contrast ∑
the same to left the same to left [14] Entropy ∑
the same to left the same to left [14] Correlation ∑
{i×j}×GLCM(i,j)−{µx−µy} σ x ×σ y the same to left the same to left [14] Usually, a model with a small number of variables is more interpretable and eliminating irrelevant variables might improve the predictive power [21, 54] . Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the number of features for the RF model. When using the RF algorithm to select and optimize variables in remote sensing classifications or regressions, the authors usually used the non-recursive feature elimination (NRFE) algorithm to measure the importance of variables [17, 21, 26, 55, 56] , since the NREF algorithm was the default method in the random Forest (rfcv function) and varSelRF (varSelRF function) package in R. NREF consists in computing the permutation importance only at the initialization of the algorithm and then following a backward strategy according to this "static" ranking ( Table 5) . As a consequence, the importance values of the most discriminating correlated variables are not necessarily higher than a less discriminating one, which was demonstrated by Gregorutti et al. (2017) [54] using theoretical analysis and numerical experiments. Relatively, the recursive feature elimination (RFE) algorithm recomputes the permutation importance measures at each step of variable elimination (Table 5) . Consequently, it might select a smaller size and more efficient feature subset than NRFE, since the most informative variables are well ranked in the last few steps of the backward procedure, even if they are correlated [54] . The RFE and NRFE methods might obtain a slightly varied features subset every time due to different training sets. Hence the authors employed and replicated the RFE algorithm 20 times to obtain the optimal number of features and compared its performance with the results of NRFE that was also run 20 times. The reiteration time of 20 was enough to select credible and robust feature subsets, which was also recommended by Li et al. (2016) [55] . During each run, the minimum number of variables whose error rate was within one standard error of the minimum cross validation error (referred to as 1 s.e. rule) was chosen as the optimal value. Finally, the most frequent occurrence number and the corresponding features were selected as the optimal number and features, respectively. The RFE and NRFE algorithms were implemented in varSelRF package in R. After obtaining optimal features, these selected features were input to random forest classification model. Using random forest classification, there are two parameters that need to be tuned: ntree and mtry. The ntree parameter is used to control the maximum number of decision trees to be generated, and the mtry parameter controls the number of variables to be selected for the best split at each node of the trees. Regarding mtry, Rodriguez et al. (2012) [57] recommended setting a relatively small value to avoid generating large generalization errors and reduce the links between individual trees. The mtry parameter was tuned with the starting mtry value of two with intervals of one. Hence, a series of mtry (2, 3, 4, . . . , n) parameters were examined with the ntree value of 1000. Based on the most frequent occurrence of mtry that obtained the lowest OOB error after running the randomForest function 20 times [21] , an mtry value of two (15 times), five (8 times), six (10 times) was selected for L8, S2, and P1 data, respectively. Usually, the optimal ntree value is the one that begins to make the OOB error low and convergent [21] . Therefore, in the case where mtry was set to the above optimal value, the authors tested a series of ntree values from 100 to 1000 with intervals of 50. Finally, an optimal value of 500, 800, and 400 was acquired for L8, S2, and P1 data, respectively.
Accuracy Assessment
Following mangrove extent and species classifications, the overall classification accuracy, the producer's accuracy, and the user's accuracy generated from the confusion matrix were used to assess the accuracy. Furthermore, McNemar's test was utilized to examine whether there was a statistically significant difference between L8, S2, and P1 data in mangrove species classifications. McNemar's test is a non-parametric test based on the binary error matrices of classifier, determining if the classification results using a imagery are equal to those of another imagery (null hypothesis) [58] . The equation for McNemar's test is as follows:
where, the square of z follows a chi-squared (χ) distribution with 1 degree of freedom, and f indicates the classification frequency expressed in Table 6 . 
Results

Mangrove and Non-Mangrove Classification
Visual Examination
The resultant mangrove extent maps of the Dongzhaigang mangrove forest produced from L8, S2, and P1 imagery are shown in Figure 3 . The mangrove extent map produced by means of field survey and manual visual interpretation in 0.5-m pan-sharpened P1 imagery is presented in Figure 3D , which is used as a reference map. Using visual overview, all three data extracted the mangrove extent overall, with the major difference among the three maps on the west side of the DNNR. The map produced by P1, for that area, had a lot of misclassified mangrove patches, as did L8 and S2, but their errors were fewer. Within DNNR, the L8, S2, and P1 classifications could precisely extract the mangrove areas, with an area of 1461 ha, 1436 ha, and 1363 ha, respectively, of which the map produced by L8 had the smallest discrepancy from that of visual interpretation. The mangrove area within DNNR produced by the visual interpretation and field survey in 2014 is 1548 ha. Additionally, compared with L8 and S2, though the map produced by the very high spatial resolution P1 imagery could better render the creeks within the mangrove forests, the mangroves along the creeks were underestimated. Relatively, for the landward-edge mangrove forests, the performance of P1 did not exceed that of L8 and S2. Remote Sens. 2017, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 27 
Accuracy Assessment
The classification accuracy of vegetation cover types using the S2，L8, and P1 data is shown in Table 7 . They were assessed by 512 pre-prepared validation samples, respectively, which was randomly produced within the corresponding vegetation mask generated at level 1 in ArcGIS 10.2 and visually interpreted in P1, S2, images and Google Earth images. The overall accuracy of mangrove and non-mangrove classifications using L8, S2, and P1 were 96.09%, 96.52%, and 91.89%, respectively. Regarding the user's accuracy, the mangroves were similar between L8 and S2, both reaching about 90%, while for P1 the mangrove user's accuracy was the lowest with an accuracy of only 72.93%, indicating that there were many incorrect classifications in the mangrove objects presented in Figure 3C . Discussing terms of the producer's accuracy for mangrove classification, P1 had highest accuracy (94.17%), followed by L8 (92.66%), and S2 (90.29%), which implied that the resultant map produced by S2 had the largest number of mangroves that were misclassified as non-mangrove vegetation. Pa. producer's accuracy, Ua: user's accuracy, Oa: overall accuracy, and K: Kappa.
Object Feature Selection for the RF Model on Species Discrimination
Subsequent to running the RFE and NRFE algorithms 20 times, the authors obtained the averaged OOB error versus the number of features and the optimal number of features ( Figure  4 ). During the experiment, mtry was set to the square of the number of mtry, and the number of trees used for the first forest and the others was 5000 and 2000, respectively. Concerning the three satellite data, the OOB error decreased faster for RFE than for NRFE, which indicated that 
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Object Feature Selection for the RF Model on Species Discrimination
Subsequent to running the RFE and NRFE algorithms 20 times, the authors obtained the averaged OOB error versus the number of features and the optimal number of features (Figure 4) . During the experiment, mtry was set to the square of the number of mtry, and the number of trees used for the first forest and the others was 5000 and 2000, respectively. Concerning the three satellite data, the OOB error decreased faster for RFE than for NRFE, which indicated that RFE provided an efficient screening of the features overall. This superiority of RFE was obvious in small-size models, such as 6, 7, 8, and 9. Regarding L8, S2, and P1 data, the optimal number of classification features was eight (15 times), nine (9 times), and eight (16 times) using the RFE algorithm, respectively. Relatively, when using the NRFE algorithm, the numbers were nine (12 times), twelve (8 times), and ten (8 times) for L8, S2, and P1 data, respectively.
Looking at the L8 data with the optimal number of eight (8/126) features, the mean OOB error was 25.88% for NRE, while it was 26.48% for NRFE. Studying the S2 data with the optimal number of nine (9/218) features, the mean OOB error was 24.27% for NRE, while it was 25.93% for NRFE. Examining the P1 data with the optimal number of eight (8/73) features, the mean OOB error was 18.52% for NRE, while it was 24.45% for NRFE. Furthermore, the optimal features selected by NRFE used more features and produced slightly higher OOB errors than that of RFE. Generally, the results showed that the screening of the optimal features proposed by NRF were superior to that of NRFE, especially for the P1 data. Finally, the top eight, nine, and eight features with the most frequent occurrence were used in the final RF classification models for L8, S2, and P1 data, respectively.
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Feature Importance for Species Discrimination
Subsequent to optimizing the feature space and tuning the ntree and mtry parameters, the relative importance of the input features was measured for L8, S2, and Pl data, respectively ( Figure 5 ). Regarding L8 imagery, shortwave infrared (SWIR) B6 and B7 were the most important bands for mangrove species classifications, followed by aerosol band B1 and near-infrared band B5. The MDI1 computed from B6 and EVI computed from B5 were the top five features in the variable importance ranking. Studying the S2 dataset, red edge bands were the most informative variables in demarcating mangrove species, followed by shortwave infrared and near infrared bands. Red edge B5, and its derived CIre1 and NDVIre1 indices, ranked first, third, and fourth, respectively, and the shortwave infrared B11 was the second most important feature, for example. Additionally, red edge B6 and its derived index CIre2 were also selected in S2 models, ranking seventh and sixth, respectively, which further demonstrated red edge bands were paramount for mangrove species classifications. Concerning the P1 image, the most important three features were EVI, GLCM Correlation b4 in 0° direction, and blue B1, which was different from that of the L8 and S2 models. It was the first time that texture information features appeared and ranked top two in the classification model. 
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Mangrove Species Community Classification
Visual Examination
In order to ensure a relative fairness of level three classifications (namely, within a true mangroves mask of each image), we visually checked the mangrove polygons and corrected obvious errors inherent in the mangrove extent map before the level three classification. The resultant mangrove species community maps of the Dongzhaigang mangrove forest produced from L8, S2, and P1 imagery are shown in Figure 6 . Using visual overview, the three thematic maps all portrayed that the north of the study area was mainly covered by R. stylosa and C. tagal, while in the south B. sexangula was the dominant mangrove species. The major visual difference interpreted between the three thematic maps were in areas I, II, and III ( Figure 6 ). Studying area I, the three thematic maps all presented A. marina on the left side of the estuary, but the visual amount in the P1 and L8 produced maps was higher than that in S2. Examining the right side of the estuary, the S2 and P1 classifications appeared to show strip R. stylosa, whereas the map produced by L8 was only covered with two patches of R. stylosa. Scrutinizing the south of the river in area I, B. sexangula was obviously displayed on both sides 
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In order to ensure a relative fairness of level three classifications (namely, within a true mangroves mask of each image), we visually checked the mangrove polygons and corrected obvious errors inherent in the mangrove extent map before the level three classification. The resultant mangrove species community maps of the Dongzhaigang mangrove forest produced from L8, S2, and P1 imagery are shown in Figure 6 . Using visual overview, the three thematic maps all portrayed that the north of the study area was mainly covered by R. stylosa and C. tagal, while in the south B. sexangula was the dominant mangrove species. The major visual difference interpreted between the three thematic maps were in areas I, II, and III ( Figure 6 ). Studying area I, the three thematic maps all presented A. marina on the left side of the estuary, but the visual amount in the P1 and L8 produced maps was higher than that in S2. Examining the right side of the estuary, the S2 and P1 classifications appeared to show strip R. stylosa, whereas the map produced by L8 was only covered with two patches of R. stylosa. Scrutinizing the south of the river in area I, B. sexangula was obviously displayed on both sides Studying area I, the three thematic maps all presented A. marina on the left side of the estuary, but the visual amount in the P1 and L8 produced maps was higher than that in S2. Examining the right side of the estuary, the S2 and P1 classifications appeared to show strip R. stylosa, whereas the map produced by L8 was only covered with two patches of R. stylosa. Scrutinizing the south of the river in area I, B. sexangula was obviously displayed on both sides of the river in the map produced by the P1 image, while the map produced by S2 showed that there was still C. tagal and the map of L8 presented a few of the B. sexangula and A. marina. Through a visual comparison with the field survey data and the 0.5-m P1 image, the authors found that on the fringe of the river B. sexangula was the dominant species, which indicated that the P1 based classification was more consistent with the actual mangrove species. Looking at area II, all the three maps depicted K. candel seaward, but the visual amount of K. candel in the S2 produced map was less than that of L8 and greater than that of P1. Compared with the P1 image and field survey data, the authors found that K. candel in the map produced by P1 imagery was more precise, which implied that the S2 and L8 classifications overestimated K. candel, especially for the L8 classification. Area III was the most intricate area of mangrove species communities. The difference between S2 and L8 classifications in area III was relatively small, and the map produced by P1 imagery was dotted with more amount of K. candel and C. tagal patches, which was noticeably different from the maps of S2 and L8.
Accuracy Assessment
The classification accuracy of the mangrove species community using different imagery is shown in Table 8 and the statistically significant comparison through McNemar's test is presented in Table 9 . Generally, the overall classification accuracy was positively correlated with the spatial resolution of the imagery in the study area. The resultant classification using 0.5-m P1 imagery had the highest accuracy (78.57%), followed by 10-m S2 imagery (70.95%), and 15-m L8 imagery (68.57%). By comparison with the classification models that all features were used to train the RF algorithm (ntree = 1000, mtry = √ number of variables), the overall accuracies of S2, L8, and P1 increased by 3.81%, 2.55% and 0.48%, respectively.
Discussing the producer's accuracy, the accuracies of B. sexangula, R. stylosa, and L. racemosa were positively correlated with the image spatial resolution, and they were well classified. The producer's accuracy of B. sexangula, for example, improved from 75.00% in L8 to 93.75% in P1. The producer's accuracy of K. candel was the lowest in all mangrove species types, which indicated that more than 50% of K. candel was misclassified as other species. A. marina was a type of pioneer mangrove species and occasionally grew on the fringe of water in the study area. It had low producer's accuracy in the map generated from L8 and S2 imagery, but in the P1 derived map, more than 3/4 of A. marina were classified correctly. The producer's accuracy of C. tagal was relatively stable in the three thematic maps with an accuracy ranging from 60.42% to 66.67%. Reviewing the user's accuracy, the accuracies of all six types of mangrove species were correlated almost positively with the spatial resolution. L. racemosa, with the highest user's accuracy, increased from 82.35% to 90.91%, and K. candel, with the lowest user's accuracy, increased from 50.00% to 66.67%, which were consistent with the above visual examinations and indicated that the K. candel objects had many misclassified patches from other mangrove species. The two dominant species C. tagal and R. stylosa rose from 63.04% and 75.47%, to 74.42% and 83.67%, respectively.
When comparing the mangrove species classification of S2 with those of L8 and P1, McNemar's test manifested the observed difference of the S2 and L8 derived classifications, which was not statistically significant (p = 0.05), while the S2 derived classification was statistically lower in significance than that of P1 (p = 0.05). 
Discussion
The Potential of Sentinel-2 Data for Mangrove Extent and Species Classifications
How to select an optimal and cost-effective remote sensing image and develop an efficient classification framework, for mangrove forests inventories in a required scale, which is of concern to mangrove managers, ecologists, and geographers. This study explored the strength of the newly-launched and freely-available Sentinel-2 sensor in mapping mangrove extent and species regarding its extra red-edge bands and refined spatial resolution, using the three-level geographic object-based image analysis and a machine learning algorithm in Dongzhaigang, Hainan, China. The results were compared with those derived using the freely-available Landsat 8 and the commercial Pléiades-1 imagery. The study demonstrated that, at the mangrove extent scale, S2 and L8 could precisely discriminate mangrove from terrestrial vegetation and the overall classification accuracies of L8 and S2 were higher than that of P1, which was contradictory to the general reasoning in terrestrial vegetation classifications that the higher the resolution, the greater the accuracy [59] . The reason may be that the well pan-sharpened image (Landsat 8) and the more spectral bands (Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2) in moderate sensors could improve the information extraction. Heenkenda et al. (2014) [13] have demonstrated that pan-sharpened WorldView-2 imagery has significantly higher accuracy than non pan-sharpened WorldView-2 imagery and 0.14-m aerial photographs in mapping mangrove species. Looking at species on a community scale, S2 and L8 could only extract accurately about 70% of mangroves, and the overall accuracy of P1 was higher than that of S2, followed by L8, which was consistent with the conclusions of Shoko and Mutanga (2017) [25] and Ng et al. (2017) [56] in other vegetation species classifications. The former study found that the S2 sensor produced higher overall classification accuracies than the L8 sensor in discriminating C3 and C4 grass species; the latter research proved that the P1 imagery outperformed S2 for the detection of two terrestrial trees. However, with respect to statistical analysis by McNemar's test, there was no statistically significant difference between S2 and L8 sensors at mangrove species community scales.
The only uncertainties introduced in the accuracy comparison were attributed to the two years gap between the 2014 image (Pléiades-1) and two 2016 images (Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8). In the early 2017 field survey, we found that several samples had been devastated by natural factors such as typhoon, in comparison with the field survey of 2014. In order to reduce the impact, the authors moved these samples to the same species community nearby, which was stable from 2014 to 2016. Even so, there is some level of changes in mangrove between the two period of images. However, when these changes are placed in the whole mangrove forests, they are tiny. Therefore, the comparison among the three images are still valid. Furthermore, it remains to be seen if forthcoming results using S2 imagery from other countries' or regions' mangrove forests are similar to this study's.
Developing an efficient framework for mapping mangroves requires an understanding of the spectral, physical, and spatial distribution characteristic of the mangroves and surrounding land covers [13, 40] . There is no universal framework for different imagery and sites [20, 30, 40, 60] . In the study, we used a modified traditional three-level hierarchical framework for mangrove extent and species mapping in Dongzhaigang, Haikou, China. However, the three images were photographed by different sensors-Sentinel-2A MSI, Landsat 8 OLI, and Pléiades-1B. They have different spectral responses, spatial resolutions, and spectral bands (Table 1) . These intrinsic characteristics determine that different algorithms and thresholding values will be applied to the three images to map similar objects (Table 3 ). In addition, the framework using the same sensors can not directly transferred to other sites because of different ecological characteristics of mangrove system, climate, and solar altitude angle. A modification of input features and thresholding value may be required. However, the findings of the study may provide a point of reference for the modification or a new construction of the framework.
Therefore, the authors can assert that S2 is capable of mapping mangrove extent. Regarding mangrove species community classification, the application of S2 imagery might be recommended, but it should be cautiously applied, especially in mixed mangrove species regions.
The Relationship between Spatial Resolutions and Mangrove Features
The outcomes in the current study showed that the moderate spatial resolution sensors S2 and L8 outperformed the very high resolution sensor P1 in mapping mangrove extent (Table 7) , while, for mangrove species discriminations, the P1 sensor was superior to S2 and L8 (Tables 8 and 9 ). These results indicated that spatial resolutions had an important impact on the classifications of mangrove features, but due to the difference of satellite sensors (mainly different in spectral bands), this impact was not simply related to spatial resolutions. When using the same or similar remote sensors to map mangrove features, Kamal et al. (2014) [59] found that the smaller the pixel size, the more detailed the mangrove features that could be identified based on a series of resampled WorldView-2 images.
However, when using different sensors to map larger mangrove features such as mangrove zonations and extent, the moderate imagery could outperform high resolution imagery with the help of more spectral bands, which was also demonstrated by Shapiro et al. (2015) [28] . Their studies showed that the overall accuracy of WorldView-2 was lower than that of Landsat 8 in mapping mangrove extent [28] . In the study, the overall accuracies of S2 and L8 are also higher than that of P1 for mangrove extent classification ( Table 7) . The authors created MDI2 utilizing SWIR2 and NIR bands to extract mangrove extent for S2 and L8 imagery, for example, but for P1 could not use MDI2 as it did not have SWIR band (Table 3 and Figure A2 ). Consequently, the two emerging sensors both can precisely identify mangrove extent with reducing manual inspection and editing work.
Used for mapping small-sized features and internal variations of the mangrove canopy such as foliage clumping, tree crown, and species communities, spatial resolution might be more important than the spectral bands [30, 40] . Figure 7 is an illustration of how spatial resolutions affected the identification of mangrove species communities of three typical shapes (point, line and polygon) for L8, S2, and P1 imagery in Dongzhaigang. The authors found that the P1 data could effectively map the spatial distribution of point/line/polygon-shaped mangrove species communities. However, for S2 and L8 data, they over or under-classified the target species to some extent. Regarding Group I, the L8 and S2 sensors resulted in under and over-classification of point shape A. marina, respectively. Meanwhile, they both have obvious misclassifications. The under-classification in L8 may be because the spatial extent of mangrove species is less than the pixel size, which leads to the point mangroves being dissolved by mudflats. The over-classification in S2 may be because the mixed reflectance spectra of mangroves, underlying mudflats, waters, and atmospheric vapor in one pixel [13] . The same phenomenon was also encountered in the classification of line shape mangrove (Group II, Figure 7 ). Concerning homogeneous mangrove species, both moderate and high spatial resolution imagery could well discriminate (Group III-1, Figure 7) , whereas, for heterogeneous mangrove species (Group III-2, Figure 7 ), given to very high spatial resolution, P1 properly mapped B. sexangula on the fringe of the river and R. stylosa and K. candel in the zonation close to sea. The S2 derived classification basically demarcated the mosaic mangrove species community, but the small patch species communities were dissolved within the major surrounding class. This phenomenon was more likely to happen in the L8 classification, as presented in Group III-2 in Figure 7 .
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The Importance of Spectral Bands and Texture Information for Mangrove Classifications
The above, Section 4.2, discussed that the added spectral bands could help moderate sensors map large mangrove features. When separating vegetation from other landscapes in this study, the authors created and used WFI; when demarcating mangroves from terrestrial vegetation, the authors created and utilized MDI2. The two newly invented indices were computed from the SWIR-2 and NIR band. Shi et al. (2016) [61] also used SWIR-2 and SWIR-1 band-derived indices to enhance the spectral differences of mangrove forests and terrestrial vegetation based on L8 imagery. Chen et al. (2017) [18] employed NDVI, EVI, and LSWI (land surface water index, computed from NIR and SWIR bands) to Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 1468 21 of 27 map the total mangrove forests in China. Compared with terrestrial vegetation, mangroves grow in inter-tidal regions and are inundated by periodic seawater, so the shortwave infrared reflectance of mangroves is lower than that of terrestrial vegetation ( Figure A2) . Consequently, the authors asserted that the shortwave infrared bands were imperative for mangrove extent classification, followed by the NIR band.
Considering the mangrove species scale, the functions of NIR, SWIR and red edge bands were also different, as were the indices derived from them. Above all, the features selected in the RFE algorithm were more important than the unselected features.
Regarding L8, the classification model showed that the top three important features were related to SWIR. The NIR and red related features were selected as five (5/8) and three (3/8) times, respectively. However, when Shoko and Mutanga (2017) [25] used L8, S2, and WorldView-2 to discriminate C3 and C4 terrestrial grass, they showed that red band was the most important, followed by NIR. There was an evident discrepancy between mangrove species classification and terrestrial vegetation classification in utilizing L8 data. Concerning S2, the result portrayed that red-edge related features were used five (5/9) times, followed by SWIR (three times, 3/9) and NIR (three times, 3/9). Meanwhile, the red-edge related features were overall ranked higher than that of SWIR, and the SWIR features higher than the NIR features. Since there was no literature on mangrove species classification using S2 data and measuring the importance of spectral features, the authors could not verify the results, but Wang et al. (2009) [62] had assessed the contribution of narrow red, red-edge, NIR, and SWIR bands to the mangrove species classification based on laboratory measurements of hyperspectral leaf reflecting. Their results proved that the descending order of spectral contributions is red-edge, SWIR, NIR, and red bands. The current findings were consistent with their conclusions. Discussing the discriminations of terrestrial vegetation, Shoko and Mutanga (2017) [25] showed that the red-edge band was the most influential, followed by blue, SWIR, red bands, and NIR bands. Ng et al. (2017) [56] , however, said NIR, green, and blue bands were the most important bands in demarcating Prosopis and Vachellia spp, based on S2 data. These studies manifested that the importance of spectral bands of S2 sensor was varied, and the red-edge bands were not always the most important for vegetation classifications. Looking at P1, the outcome indicated that the NIR related features were utilized five times (5/8), followed by red-related features (three times, 3/8). Examining the original spectral bands only, the blue band was the most important. The blue band was also found to be vital in discriminating Prosopis and Vachellia spp based on the same P1 sensor [56] . Through synthesizing the above analyses, Figures 5  and A3 , the authors reasoned that, at the mangrove species community scale, the most important feature, overall, is red-edge band, followed by SWIR, NIR, blue, and other visual bands in turn.
The texture features were useful in mapping mangrove species, as described in References [14, 15, 20] . Using the three optimal tuning models, only P1 employed texture feature-GLCM Correlation b4 (0 • direction). The reason might be that only the high spatial resolution of the image could reflect texture information discrepancies of different mangrove species communities and the spatial resolutions of L8 and S2 were too coarse.
The Superiority of Random Forests Classification
Over the last two decades, the random forest algorithm has received increasing attention due to the excellent classification results and the easy building model [42, 50, 63] . Compared with other state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms, RF was more robust and stable to the variation of segmentation scales, the selection of object features and the parameter configuration [52, 64] , but it was more sensitive to the sample design and training set size [50, 52] . Colditz (2015) [65] found that area-proportional allocation of training samples per class outperformed the allocation of an equal number of samples to each class and the allocation of random sampling in RF classification. Considering this information, the authors used a different number of samples for per mangrove species (Table 2 ) and the three dominant species were allocated more samples. Furthermore, the RF algorithm can quantitatively measure the importance of input features and optimize feature space. Breiman (2001) [51] described that when there were a lot of correlated features in the RF model, these correlated features would have more chance to be selected in trees and makes the correlation between the individual trees become higher, consequently leading to the generalization ability of the RF model being weak. The authors assumed that not all the features were relevant for mangrove species classification and some irrelevant features might have a negative effect on the models accuracy. Regarding the stage of feature space optimization, this assumption was proven, since the OOB errors of L8 and S2 classification models using all the input features (126 and 218, respectively) were obviously higher than those of the models using an optimal number of features (Figure 4) . Furthermore, the overall classification accuracies of S2, L8, and P1 using the optimal features all improved in comparison with the classification models that all features were used to train RF algorithm. The largest growth happened in the S2 model (3.18%), which initially had the highest number of input features, followed by L8 (2.55%), and P1 (0.48%). These results conclude that the RFE algorithm is more efficient in screening large variables model. The reason why the increments are not obvious may be that ntree is set to 1000 for all the features inputted into models, which is high enough for the RF trees to grow and handle high dimensional datasets [21, 52] . Were the authors to still directly use the RF algorithm to measure feature importance and select the top n features, or utilized the NRFE algorithm, as a lot of studies showed [21, 56] , it would lead to incorrect model interpretation and a misleading feature ranking [66] . Alternatively, the RFE algorithm could solve this problem through recomputing the permutation importance measures at each step of variable elimination. Gregorutti et al. (2017) [54] explained how correlated variables affected important ranking and feature selection, and demonstrated that RFE was superior to NREF in classifying land cover based on Landsat satellite dataset.
Conclusions
This study evaluated the performance of the freely-available and newly-launched Sentinel-2 (S2) sensor and compared it with that of the Landsat 8 (L8) and the Pléiades-1(P1) in classifying and mapping two scales of mangrove features: Mangrove extent and mangrove species communities. It is the first study dedicated to examining the potential of original spectral bands, spectral indices, and texture information of S2 for mangrove feature classifications. Based on the current findings, the authors conclude that:
(1) The modified three-level hierarchical classification framework corresponded to the ecosystem structure of mangrove forests and could help to clearly map mangrove features of different scales in use of S2, L8, and P1 imagery.
(2) At mangrove extent scale, the S2 and L8 imagery could accurately extract mangrove stands with both the producer's accuracy and user's accuracy reaching about 90%, while the 0.5-m P1 imagery obviously overestimated mangrove stands with a user's accuracy of only 72.93%. The high accuracies of the S2 and L8 sensors were attributed to the shortwave infrared bands.
(3) At mangrove species communities scale, the overall classification accuracy of S2 was 70.95%, which was lower than P1 imagery (78.57%) and better than L8 data (68.57%). Though the overall accuracies were moderate, some individual classes had higher accuracies. Both R. stylosa and L. racemosa had over 80% accuracy in P1, and over 75% in S2. Regarding the other two dominant species, B. sexangula and C. tagal, the S2 and P1 data could identify their major characteristics with accuracies of more than two-thirds. The accuracy of pioneer and fringe A. marina differed among the three sensors, and the moderate imagery could not identify it well. The occasionally distributed K. candel always had the lowest accuracy, which meant it was hard to demarcate in the study area. When the three thematic maps, produced by different imagery, were compared by McNemar's test, the classification accuracy of S2 was statistically different from P1 (p = 0.05), but not statistically different from L8.
(4) The recursive feature elimination (RFE) algorithm provided a more efficient screening of features than did the non-recursive feature elimination (NRFE) algorithm, faced with high-dimension and correlated variables. Using L8, S2, and P1 data, the optimal number of species community classification features was eight (8/126), nine (9/218), and eight (8/73), respectively. Considering feature importance, red-edge bands were the most informative variables in demarcating mangrove species, follow by SWIR and NIR bands in S2 data. Discussing L8 and P1 imagery, SWIR-1 and EVI (enhanced vegetation index) were the most important features, respectively. Meanwhile, only P1 employed a textured feature-GLCM Correlation b4 (0 • direction) that ranked second-which indicated the texture information of moderate spatial resolution imagery could not capture the discrepancies of different mangrove species communities.
The obtained findings have demonstrated the potential of the S2 imagery as a valuable data source for mapping different scales of mangrove features. Multi-temporal S2 imagery might be an alternative solution to improve accuracy in the future, with the continuous acquisition of binary S2 satellites. were compared by McNemar's test, the classification accuracy of S2 was statistically different from P1 (p = 0.05), but not statistically different from L8.
(4) The recursive feature elimination (RFE) algorithm provided a more efficient screening of features than did the non-recursive feature elimination (NRFE) algorithm, faced with high-dimension and correlated variables. Using L8, S2, and P1 data, the optimal number of species community classification features was eight (8/126), nine (9/218), and eight (8/73), respectively. Considering feature importance, red-edge bands were the most informative variables in demarcating mangrove species, follow by SWIR and NIR bands in S2 data. Discussing L8 and P1 imagery, SWIR-1 and EVI (enhanced vegetation index) were the most important features, respectively. Meanwhile, only P1 employed a textured feature-GLCM Correlation b4 (0° direction) that ranked second-which indicated the texture information of moderate spatial resolution imagery could not capture the discrepancies of different mangrove species communities.
The obtained findings have demonstrated the potential of the S2 imagery as a valuable data source for mapping different scales of mangrove features. Multi-temporal S2 imagery might be an alternative solution to improve accuracy in the future, with the continuous acquisition of binary S2 satellites. Pléiades-1 in level 3. BS is B. sexangula, CT is C. tagal, RS is R. stylosa, KC is K. candel, AM is A. marina, and LR is L. racemos.
